The group has decided to run models on two fronts:
1) Simple fault models - try to understand the basics.
2) Full blown models NCAL, ALLCAL - jump into deep water and get a
view of the future.

Results on Simulator Problem 3
Nutshell Set Up:
(a) 1024 2km x 2km strike slip elements 256 along strike, 4 down dip
(b) 10 bar difference between static and dynamic friction on left 128 elements along
strike.
(c) Multiple higher strength on right 128 elements (aka - strength ratio)
(d) 0.1 bar/year uniform loading on all elements. Starting at zero initial stress .i.e.
Nominal 100y recurrence on weak segment.
Assignment #1: Vary strength ratio search for “modes” and “mode transitions”
Assignment #2: Modify crack like friction and allow for finite slip or velocity weakening
and note changes in behavior from Assignment #1.

x

To define the problem completely, need to prescribe friction law. i.e. How to go from Ss
to Sd.
In this group everyone does friction differently (rate/state, disp weakening, vel
weakening) & sub divisions.
Start with “drop and hold” friction. Everyone can do “drop and hold”.
Basically Dc or Vc is nearly zero.
Fault is either at dynamic
or static stress.
Little chance for
“residual stresses.

Example with strength ratio 1:1.75 and “drop and hold”.
Each failure of weak half knocks off strong half. All stresses are zero
afterward. Not too exciting.

Results from various strength ratios.
Previous movie at upper right. All
through-going ruptures.
As strong side gets stronger, it takes
more and more weak side breaks to
knock off strong side. 2 breaks to
knock off the big one (1:4) , 3
breaks to knock off the big one
(1:7),… (right column). Not too
strange.
Some transition intervals between
nicely behaved modes.

Movie of 1:5 ratio. Box to right…………

Takes many breaks of weak half to break strong
Half. Some through-going, some not.
Little bit of non-uniform stress, but not much.

Results on Simulator Problem 3
Nutshell Set Up:
(a) 1024 2km x 2km strike slip elements 256 along strike, 4 down dip
(b) 10 bar difference between static and dynamic friction on left 128 elements along
strike.
Multiple higher strength on right 128 elements (aka - strength ratio)
(c) 0.1 bar/year uniform loading on all elements. Starting at zero initial stress .i.e.
Nominal 100y recurrence on weak segment.
(d) crack like friction (“drop and hold” friction)
Assignment #1: Vary strength ratio search for “modes” and “mode transitions”

Assignment #2: Modify crack like friction and allow for finite slip or velocity
weakening and note changes in behavior from Assignment #1.

Now we want to have finite Dc or Vc . I like to use constant “rate of weakening” the
sigma (bottom row).
Breaking Fault now spends time between the dynamic or static stress. Both on the slide
down and on return (for velocity weakening). Chance that the state may get stuck with
some “residual stresses.

Ratio 1:7 case for sigma=infinity “drop
and hold” (upper left) to sigma=0,
“creep at constant stress (lower right).
Simple mode behavior gets disrupted.
Why? With increasing sigma there is
more chance for residual stresses.
Residual stresses from previous event
alters the timing and size of the next
event.
Look at big difference in F/Mag dist!

This is 1:7 case with sigma=2. Just a visual reinforcement of what was said.
With finite weakening, stress can get left behind to disrupt the eq sequence.

Another assignment was
to try to map out
where nearly all ruptures
where through-going
versus
“some through-going
versus strength ratio and
weakening sigma.
The idea was to see if
different frictions did
more or less the same
thing.
Let’s just look at 1:1.75
ratio at sigma=1000,5 &3.
Goes from all through
going to much more
variable, pretty quickly.

Why does this transition happen at all??
Nothing different with the strengths.
Nothing is different with the loading rate.
The only thing different is one friction law parameter .
The question is important because the same thing will happen with
NCAL or ALLCAL as happens in the simple case.
It is possible to get widely different recurrence statistics with a
relatively small change in friction parameters all else fixed.

Sigma=1000, nearly drop and hold. This assumption gives the most regular
quakes possible because there is nearly no residual stress.

Sigma=5 - more residual stress = faster than 100 y recurrence, but still all
through-going

Sigma=3 so much residual stress that we “cross the line”. Much more
complex recurrence.

When we go full scale, residual stresses really get messy!

Broader Impact of this simple simulation:
Q: Why aren’t all earthquakes periodic and identical at the same location?
--I don’t think tectonic loading changes year to year.
--I don’t think stress interaction among faults is all that significant.
- Static and dynamic strengths of faults (probably) are not highly variable
spatially nor changing year to year.
A: Simple explanation is that certain friction law choices are more efficient at
dissipating stress than others. The wider variety of residual stresses left behind,
the wider variety of earthquake recurrence.
Just like the simple case here, fact is, simulator friction is going to have quite a
bit of control over earthquake recurrence all else fixed.
With many behaviors plausible physically, simulators are going to have to rely on
observations for a guide.

